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Chick-fil-A debuts
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Mary Kay Moore, Chick-fil-A employee, hands out freshly squeezed lemonade while the Chick-fil-A Cow hands out free
samples of chicken Wednesday morning at the “first bite” ceremony for Chick-fil-A in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Eastern President Carol Surles and Student Body President Keith Cosentino took the first bites.
Restaurant opens with ‘first bite’ ceremony
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Chick-fil-A was welcomed to
Eastern’s campus Wednesday with
balloons, cows and a “first bite”
ceremony.
Eastern President Carol Surles
and Student Body President Keith
Cosentino proudly took the first
official bites of Chick-fil-A chicken
sandwiches following a ribbon-cut-
ting ceremony in front of the
restaurant’s counter.
“This is another great day at
Eastern Illinois University,” Surles
said in a speech before the ribbon-
cutting. “This gives students more
options, and this is a healthy
option.”
Chick-fil-A is occupying the
space that housed McDonald’s in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union for 10 years. The
Georgia-based restaurant offers
items such as chicken sandwiches,
chicken nuggets, chicken garden
salads and waffle potato fries.
Freshly-squeezed lemonade and
brownies also are included on the
menu.
In addition to Eastern officials
and representatives from Chick-fil-
A, a mystery person dressed in a
cow suit was on hand to take part in
the celebration. The cow will be
walking around on campus this
week wearing a sign that reads “Eat
more chicken.”
“It’s great to see students, facul-
ty and staff here to share this
moment,” said Bill Schnackel,
Charleston residents under water boil order
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Some Charleston residents are
being asked to boil their water after
a water main Tuesday broke in the
north end of the city.
The homes and businesses
affected are north of Railroad
Avenue, south of Poplar Avenue,
east of Seventh Street and west of E
Street. The break occurred in the
northwest corner of this area and
was discovered by utility crews
Tuesday evening.
Although repairs to the water
main were completed by noon
Wednesday, a “precautionary”
notice to boil water was issued, said
Mark Donnelly, water superinten-
dent for the city.
“Water has been restored (to the
area),” he said. “But if there is a
possibility of groundwater infiltrat-
ing the distribution supply, we have
to issue a notice.”
The notice was effective as of 7
a.m. Wednesday.
Donnelly said samples of water
were taken after the repair, but test
results take 18 hours to find out if
the water has been contaminated.
The results are expected back by 8
a.m. today.
“It’s a mandatory policy by the
Environmental Protection Agency
and the city that we do this,” he said.
“Until we can confirm the water is
clean, the notice (will be in effect).”
The notice recommends “all
water to be used for drinking or
cooking be boiled at least five min-
utes before using to assure proper
disinfection.”
The cause of the break, which
resulted in a “reduced water pres-
sure condition” according to the
notice, was described as “fatigue”
by Donnelly.
“It’s a natural occurrence,” he
said. “The old pipe may break. It
happens occasionally.”
Senate hears
fee increase
proposals
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
The Student Senate Wednesday
discussed proposed fee increases
totaling $30.50 per semester for the
2000-2001 school year after hearing
from Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs.
The increases do not include the
state mandated tuition fee raise,
which must be added each year. The
percentage raise for tuition has not
been determined yet.
Hencken said he took requests
from the faculty to find out what
additional monies it believed it
would need in the coming year. He
said he weeded through the requests
and passed on what he felt were the
most important.
“I did not send forward all the
ones that have been requested. I
believe everything in the (proposed
increases) is needed,” Hencken said.
The increases for next year
include a $4 health and accident
insurance fee raise, which would
pay for rising medical costs, salary
increases and new equipment and
software. A $16.50 raise in health
service and pharmacy fees will help
pay for salary raises, new equipment
and supplies. A $3 rise in textbook
rental fees will be used to purchase
new textbooks. The increases also
will include a $7 rise in Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
and bond revenue fee. The fee will
go toward a new indoor track in the
field house and salary increases to
employees in the Union. 
“We believe these fees are neces-
sary,” Hencken said. “The final
decision is made by (Eastern’s)
Board of Trustees.”
The senate approved the Shuttle
Bus Committee’s route revisions,
eliminating and combining stops to
decrease the route time. The new
route will take effect Monday with
11 stops and will run twice every
hour.
In other business, the senate also
discussed the proposed plan to bring
national newspapers to Eastern’s
See RESTAURANT Page 2
Areas affected by
water main break:
-North of Railroad Avenue  
-South of Poplar Avenue
-East of Seventh Street and      
west of E Street. 
At a glance
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
Student Senate members
Wednesday heard from City
Manager Bill Riebe regarding the
extension of bar hours from 1
a.m. to 2 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
“We do have some concerns;
we don’t want to return to the
days of multiple bar fights,”
Riebe said.
The city of Charleston is look-
ing to students to take responsi-
bility for their own actions, and
those of their friends, Riebe said.
“If one of your friends is out
of control, reel him back in,”
Riebe said. “The bottom line is
we all need to be responsible.”
Alcohol would be served until
1:45 a.m., rather than 12:45 a.m.
and the community is hoping
there will be a cutback in after-
hours parties and fewer bar fights,
Riebe said.
The ordinance for an exten-
sion of bar hours would come
with some limitations if it is
passed, Riebe said. If passed, the
ordinance would be a “sunset”
ordinance, meaning it would be
on a trial basis. Riebe said if
everything went well, the City
Council would most likely adopt
the ordinance. The council’s next
meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday at City Hall, 520
Jackson Ave.
Bar hours may
be extended
See FEES Page 2
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SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE
seeks caring volunteers
to work with victims of sexual assault
Training begins October 3
Call office (348-5033), 1-5 pm, Mon. - Fri.
The Station
E v e r y d a y
S p e c i a l s
SERVED WITH SOUP OR SALAD, VEGETABLE
AND COICE OF POTATO
ENTREE SOUP
MON. RIBEYE STEAK NAVY BEAN
TUES. COUNTRY FRIED CHICK. NOODLE
STEAK
WED. PORK CHOPS CR. OF BROC.
THURS. MEAT LOAF CR. OR POTATO
FRI. FRIED FISH CLAM CHOWD.
SAT. 1/2 CHICKEN FRENCE ONION
SUN. BBQ RIBS CHILI
D R I N K
SPECIALS
M O N . C O R O N A - $ 2 . 0 0
T U E S . BUD LIGHT-$1.50
W E D . MILLER LITE-$1.50
T H U R . BUDWEISER $1.50
F R I . M I C H E L O B - $ 1 . 5 0
SAT. DRAFT BEER- $1.00
SUN. HEINEKEN-$2.00
THE STATION
611 MONROE
348-8055
OPEN 7 DAYS 11AM-3AM
Weekends - Live Music
Mon - Open Mic
Delivery 7 days a week
4pm to 3am
345-STIX
Lunch 11am-2pm
BBQ Pork Sandwich  $3.75
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
BBQ Chicken Dinner 
w/ 2 sides & side salad $6.50
12oz. Ribeye w/ 2 sides & side salad $10.25
Never a Cover 
Dance Floor w/DJ 
Bacardi Limon
Mixers
$1.25 Shot Specials
$2.75 Keep the glass
$2.25 All refills
Full Service Beer Garden open 
Everyday & Night
Mens
and 
Womens
sign up from
Wednesday, Sept. 15-
Tuesday, Sept. 21
By Amber White
Staff writer
Cathy Bissoondial, the 1998-
99 Illinois Teacher of the Year,
today will speak at Eastern about
teaching ideas and programs she
initiated.
Bissoondial will speak at 7
p.m. in the Buzzard Auditorium.
“I think it will be good for
anyone to attend, especially edu-
cation majors,” said Judy
Barford, an education professor. 
“We all need the inspiration of
an excellent teacher who has
received recognition from the
state of Illinois.”
As teacher of the year,
Bissoondial, a fourth grade
teacher at Glenn Elementary
School in Normal, is noted for
her hard work, dedication and
enthusiasm both inside and out-
side the classroom.
“Teachers have to make a dif-
ference in children’s lives,”
Bissoondial said in a press
release. 
“But my highest honor comes
in the form of smiles, notes, let-
ters from parents, past students
and knowing that I was part of
someone’s life.”
Teacher of the year 
to visit campus today 
director of university housing and
dining services. “Today marks four
months of hard work.”
Schnackel said students asked
for a Chick-fil-A when they were
surveyed about what types of
restaurants they would like to see in
the food court, which is slated to
open in January of 2001.
“I was part of the Student
Government that put the campus
improvement referendum on the
ballot and part of the student body
that voted for it,” Cosentino said.
“It’s refreshing to see the new ser-
vices provided to us via the cooper-
ative efforts of administration, staff
and students.”
Jack Sentell, vice president of
business development for Chick-fil-
A said Eastern is the third campus
in Illinois to have the restaurant. 
“We’re just extremely excited
that you and your students chose us
to be here,” Sentell said. 
Sentell said the company has
been in existence for 50 years and
has grown into 880 stores, including
three in South Africa. He also said
Chick-fil-A has scholarship pro-
grams available and gives away
about 1,000 per year.
“I think what we’re bringing is
the fact that students like familiar
foods,” Sentell said. “Even though
we don’t have a lot of presence (in
Illinois), students voted for us as
their choice.”
Sentell handed out Chick-fil-A
cow ties to several people, including
Cosentino and Vice President for
Student Affairs Teshome Abebe.
To familiarize students with the
type of service they will receive at
the food court, students can use
their Panther Cards to pay for a por-
tion of their meals at Chick-fil-A.
Students will be allotted one swipe
worth $3.25 per week on their
Panther Cards.
“I think it’s exciting,” said Jody
Horn, director of dining services.
“Hopefully, we’ll just  look at
everything available on campus and
get a good mix for the students.”
Unlike McDonald’s, Chick-fil-A
will be run by university housing
and dining services, not a local fran-
chisee. 
Although Wednesday was the
official opening of the restaurant, it
was open Monday and Tuesday to
give the new employees a practice
run.
“I’m a little relieved (Chick-fil-
A) is open,” said Marilyn Cox, man-
ager of Chick-fil-A. “It’s been a
long process trying to get all the
bugs worked out.”
Chick-fil-A will be open
Monday through Saturday from
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
“This is a tangible sign of
progress,” Surles said. “We look
forward to a long association with
Chick-fil-A.”
Chick-fil-A will move to the
food court once it is completed.
Restaurant
from page 1
In Monday’s edition, Beth
Warfield was incorrectly identified
as Beth Drum. The News regrets
the error.
Correction
campus, including USA Today,
the Chicago Tribune, and the
Charleston Times-Courier.
The papers would be here on a
free trial period of four weeks. If
reception to the papers is good,
the senate will look into continu-
ing the program, which could
result in added fees for students.
Senate member Colette
Guerdet addressed the senate
about an outburst that occurred at
last week’s meeting. Guerdet had
gotten into a verbal battle with
audience speaker Kevin Franken.
“I am not sorry for anything I
said. A lot of what I said needed
to be said,” Guerdet said.
Fellow senate members
backed Guerdet’s feelings.
“I do feel there was a necessi-
ty for those things to be said, but
they could have been said with-
out profanity,” said Sabrina
Bowens, senate member.
The senate also spoke about a
resolution to limit senate mem-
bers’ rights to write letters to the
editor. Many senate members
were divided on this issue.
“It is so important to know the
entire issue before you say any-
thing about it,” said Kristy
Miller, senate member.
Senate Member Amanda
Furlan disagreed.
“There is no way we can take
away peoples’ free speech
rights,” Furlan said.
Fees
from page 1 
Floyd bears down 
on Florida, heads 
for North Carolina
COCOA BEACH, Fla. (AP) –
Heavy rain lashed the Florida coast
ahead of Hurricane Floyd Tuesday
night, as evacuees from Florida to the
Carolinas streamed inland in
bumper-to-bumper traffic to flee one
of the most fearsome storms of the
century.
The monstrous, 600-mile storm –
bigger than the whole state of Florida
– threatened to roll ashore early
Thursday, probably in North
Carolina. Nearly 2 million people
were told to get out of the way as
Floyd skirted the north-central
Florida coast and headed farther
north. 
Heavy rain fell from West Palm
Beach to Cape Canaveral Tuesday
evening, with forecasters expecting
tropical storm winds to come ashore
just before dawn. There was still a
chance the coast could get hit with
hurricane-force winds greater than
74 mph late Wednesday morning. 
“We’ve had a few squalls come
through but nothing real bad yet. The
wind has picked up,” said Woody
Galbreath, who refused to evacuate
his beachfront home in New Smyrna
Beach, south of Daytona Beach. 
By 11 p.m., Floyd was centered
170 miles east-southeast of Cape
Canaveral, moving northwest at 13
mph. Its winds had eased to 140 mph
from Monday’s 155 mph, but it was
still a Category 4 storm, the second
most powerful hurricane designation. 
Forecasters expected the storm to
continue north, with the eye about
100 miles off the coast, so Florida
and Georgia might avoid the worst
winds and rains. The latest model
from the National Hurricane Center
predicted landfall in Wilmington,
N.C., early Thursday. 
Walt Disney World closed early
because of the weather for the first
time in its 28-year history. Other
Orlando-area resorts like Universal
Studios and SeaWorld also shut
down. 
At Cape Canaveral’s nearly
deserted Kennedy Space Center, 102
workers volunteered to stay behind
to ride out Floyd, which NASA
feared could destroy launch pads and
the hangars where all four space
shuttles are kept. 
“Everybody else is gone. It’s kind
of eerie out here,” NASA spokesman
George Diller, one of the volunteers,
said by telephone from a fortified
building at the space center. 
President Clinton issued pre-emp-
tive disaster declarations for Florida
and Georgia to enable recovery
efforts to begin as quickly as possi-
ble. He also planned to return a day
early from his trip to New Zealand. 
By Jaime Hodge
Staff writer 
During her Wednesday interview for assis-
tant director for alumni services, Janice Hunt
said her strong points for the position are writ-
ing and adapting to different situations.
Hunt, an Eastern alumna, has worked as a
staff writer for Mid-Illinois Newspapers in
Charleston since March 1995.
“The fact that I’m an EIU alum, I know my
way around here, I know the strong points of
the university, I know a lot of people here (and)
writing about different things … I think these
are all high points for me,” Hunt said.
Hunt said as assistant director, she would
like to work on putting a more personal touch
to the paper.
“I think people like to see a living example,”
Hunt said.
Hunt also said she would enjoy working on
the Web pages for the alumni section of the uni-
versity. Hunt also works as a freelance Web site
designer and cited her experience at designing
Web pages for Oakland Christian Church,
Triple H Grain Services and other small busi-
nesses. Those Web pages can be checked out
via links from Hunt’s personal Web page at
http://homepages.infoseek.com/~jhweb.
Hunt said her philosophy for designing a
Web site is to not load down the site with too
many graphics and to keep it professional.
Keeping the page simple, accessible and easily
downloadable also were on her list of desired
design strategies.  
A concern raised during the interview was
how Hunt would keep the school better in con-
tact with its alumni. Jackie Clapp, director of
development for Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences, said the university had a
problem with getting alumni to keep in touch
and getting departments to keep in touch with
their alumni. Clapp said a main concern was
keeping in touch with older alumni because
they were the main prospect pool for gifts.
Hunt said she would like to see departments
keep in touch better with their alumni and invit-
ing the alumni back to the university for events
could help. Hunt also said alumni would keep
more in touch with the university if they could
see where their money or gifts to the university
were going.
“I think people like to see what their money
is used for and how it can make a specific dif-
ference at the university,” Hunt said. “Let them
know what good things are going on at the uni-
versity.
“I think every group needs to keep in contact
with their own little group. I think it’s really
important to keep that relationship.”
Shelly Flock, director of media relations,
said the position would require a lot of “public
presence” during events such as Homecoming
and chapter events and asked Hunt how she
would handle it. Clapp asked Hunt if she would
be able to deal with a lot of stress.
“I’ve become a lot more comfortable with it
from working at the paper,” Hunt said. “You
have to just get in there and talk to that main
person, so I think I’d be comfortable with that.
“I’m used to stressful situations, working at
the paper. I’m used to being accountable for
things. My name is at the top of the paper every
day. I think I would handle that well. It (would)
be a nice challenge. I like challenges.”
By Jason Maholy
Staff writer
Sara Drury, a candidate for the assistant
director for alumni services, said improving the
quality of the two alumni publications would
be a main objective if chosen for the position.
Drury was interviewed Wednesday morn-
ing at the Linder House by five members of
Eastern’s alumni services staff.
A 1997 alumna of Eastern, Drury was the
first of three candidates to be interviewed this
week for the position.
As assistant of alumni services, Drury
would have the responsibility of organizing
Homecoming activities and alumni reunion
events. She would also be in charge of editing
the “Eastern Alumnus” and the “Old Main
Line,” Eastern’s alumni newsletter and maga-
zine, respectively.
She said that as an alumna herself, she gets
a good sense of place from both publications,
but she does not believe they echo the voice of
Eastern’s alumni.  
“People want to know what the people they
graduated with are doing,” Drury said.  “If we
could incorporate that into what we currently
have, that would be wonderful.”
She said she also thinks more attention
should be given to Eastern’s older alumni,
acknowledging what they have accomplished
in their lives and what Eastern meant to them.
“I’d like to see pictures of then and now, and
what the track stars and homecoming queens of
long ago are doing today,” Drury said.  “It’s
important to show that we care about them.”
When asked how she planned to do this on
a small budget, Drury said that it would be no
problem.
“You don’t have to spend a lot of money if
you’re creative. You’ll get people interested if
you do things right,” she said.
Drury also said that in order to find out more
of what the alumni want from these publica-
tions, a rapport with them has to be established.
“One of the best things to do is learn a little
about these people,” she said.  “But the interest
needs to be genuine. I like people and I’m very
genuinely interested in learning about them.”
While at Eastern, Drury was editor of the
“Warbler” and worked for Student Publications
as well as spending time as a staff writer for the
Daily Eastern News. After graduating she
attended the University of Colorado at Boulder,
where she spent two years doing environmen-
tal research. Drury previously worked for the
Sierra Student Coalition and was the editor of
Generation from 1996 to 1997.
She said working with biological and envi-
ronmental issues helped her to sharpen her in-
depth reporting skills.  
Drury said writing is her greatest strength,
but also lists her public speaking and organiza-
tional skills as assets.
“I’m not at all uncomfortable speaking in
public, whether it’s a large or a small setting,”
she said.
Drury also said she is extremely organized,
which allows her to better handle the stress and
pressure of planning events, and is very adapt-
able to changing situations.  
“I started planning events when I was a Girl
Scout, so I’ve been doing it for awhile,” she
said.
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Noble Flowers and Gift
Shop
503 Jefferson Charleston 345-7007
Dozen long stem Red Roses
in vase only
$27.50
Noble Flower Shop 
For All Your Floral Needs
We Wire Anywhere!
Mother's. . .. . .
Thursday at
$175 BIG 22oz Btls
(LITE, BUDLIGHT, BUD, COORS)
Plus: $125 BTLS & COCKTAILS
“HOME OF THE $2 PITCHER”
LITE, MGD, ICEHOUSE
Size 
Matters!
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Papa Johns
Candidates interview for alumni job
Drury would pay more attention
to older alums, improve publications
Hunt would like to establish better 
connection between Eastern, alums
Adriene Weller / Staff photographer
Janice Hunt relaxes after her interview for the assis-
tant of Alumni services position Wednesday after-
noon at the Linder house, 1544 Fourth St. Hunt, an
Eastern Alumna, said being an Eastern graduate is
one of her strong points.
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Sarah Drury, a candidate for the assistant of
Alumni services, explains one of her plans of
action during her interview Wednesday morning
at the Linder house, 1544 Fourth St. Drury, a 1997
alumna of Eastern, was the first of three candi-
dates to be interviewed this week for the position.
Ring for Unity not a way
for people to unite
I am writing in response to
Meghan McMahon’s column that
appeared in the Sept. 13 edition of
The Daily Eastern News concerning
diversity. Throughout the whole col-
umn she never answered the question
“Why didn’t many people attend the
Ring for Unity?” Maybe I can.
Students didn’t attend because they
weren’t provided with a real reason
to. Why should the students celebrate
diversity? To this day no one has
been able to give me a reasonable
answer to this. Because there isn’t
one. Anyone with any intelligence
would say we shouldn’t discriminate
against people of different ethnic
backgrounds. So how can we cele-
brate them? To do so would be pure
hypocrisy. Since when are double
standards OK for skin color?
I find the Ring for Unity and
other cultural awareness events to be
a waste of time. I can’t see how cele-
brating diversity is going to unite
cultures. Wasn’t society’s goal for
the last 40 years to break down color
barriers, not build them up? We can-
not unite people by celebrating their
differences, devising and uniting are
exact opposites. No wonder preju-
dice still exists. There must be a
more logical way to handle this ill.
Tony Simulis
freshman business major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
The Daily Eastern News
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The thought of having Booth Libraryspread out in four different locationsmay seem disorganized, but there aremany options still exist for obtaining
research materials and the library staff is avail-
able to help students.
For freshmen, no adjustment is needed at all,
but for returning students, the thought of a library
in four different buildings can be a bit nerve
racking unless you realize all the options avail-
able.
Before setting off for the library and complain-
ing about not being able to find things, students
should consider the online sources available
through the Booth
Library link of the
Eastern home page.
Students can
access full text articles,
which almost elimi-
nates the need to go to
the library in some cases.
Also, although the materials located in Booth
West are inconvenient to get to, students can
request these materials via e-mail or telephone
and the materials will be delivered to the stu-
dents. This saves the time and energy it would
take to make the trip out there.
This option almost makes it easier on students
than having to venture down into the old library
stacks and wander around until finding the mate-
rial they need. Just log on to the Internet or make
a phone call to request materials.
This may require some advance planning, but
in the long run, it will be easier on the students
and homework may even get done a little quicker.
The routines may take awhile to adjust to, but
after a quick adjustment period students may find
that the library renovation are not an inconve-
nience at all.
At first glance, library research looks like a
huge production because of the library renova-
tion currently under way, but if students remem-
ber the variety of options available to them.
research shouldn’t be any more difficult than it
has been in the past.
It’s not as bad
as it looks
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The whole difference between construction and
creation is exactly this: that a thing is constructed
can only be loved after it is constructed; but a
thing created is loved before it exists.
Gilbert Keith Chesterson,
English journalist and writer, 1874-1936
Library renovations
The renovations to Booth
Library may seem annoying at
first, but if students take advan-
tage of all the options available
it should not  be a problem.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Controlling body weightis really a matter ofcontrolling body fat.When considering
overall health, total weight is not
the most important considera-
tion — it is body composition,
or the proportion of body fat to
fat-free mass. With this consid-
eration in mind, controlling
one’s weight is not a mysterious
process. In fact, the secret to
long-term weight management
is simply balancing calories consumed and calories expend-
ed in everyday activities. Diets, by themselves, are not part
of an overall wellness lifestyle. Effective weight manage-
ment involves adopting healthy, sustainable easting and
exercise habits that will maximize energy and well-being
while reducing the risk of chronic disease.
While genetics is a factor in determining our adult
weight, our behaviors, habits and lifestyles are more often
direct causes for our weight management problems. Many
individuals overeat in response to stress, social occasions or
environmental cues. If you are trying to adopt a successful
weight management plan, it is important to recognize these
situations and emotional states, which provoke problematic
eating. There are many strategies that can be successfully
incorporated which are moderate and sustainable enough to
be considered long-term lifestyle changes.
Look through the following list of changes and adapt
those changes that you feel will be most useful to you.
1. When shopping for food make a list and adhere to it.
Don’t shop when you’re hungry and avoid store locations or
aisles that contain problem or “red-light” foods.
2. When serving foods use a small food scale to measure
portions before putting them on your plate.
3. Serve meals on small plates and in small bowls to help
you eat smaller portions without feeling deprived.
4. Eat three healthy meals a day; replace impulse snack-
ing with planned, healthy snacks. Drinking plenty of water
will help make you feel full.
5. Try to eat only in specifically designated locations (i.e.
the dining room). Remove food from other areas of your
house or apartment. This will
reduce impulsive eating in areas
which have not been associated
with eating.
6. When you eat, try not to
perform other behaviors such as
reading or watching TV.
7. Eat slowly, paying atten-
tion to every bite and thoroughly
chew your food.
8. For problem foods, try eating
small amounts under controlled
conditions. For example, go out
for ice cream instead of buying a half gallon for your freez-
er.
9. When you eat out, choose a restaurant where you can
make healthy food choices. You can also ask that bread not
be placed on the table before a meal and that sauces and
dressings be served on the side.
10. If you cook a large meal for friends, send leftovers
home with your guests.
11. If you’re eating at a friend’s house eat a little and
leave the rest if portion sizes are large. Don’t eat to be polite
because this invariably leads to overeating.
12. Develop different methods of managing your stress.
Instead of eating to manage stress, go for a walk or practice
relaxation techniques.
Finally, since exercise is the other key factor in long-term
weight loss and maintenance, increase your level of daily
physical activity. If you have been sedentary or are over-
weight, start lowly when increasing physical activity. For
example, you might start by walking 10 minutes at a time
and work toward 30 minutes of moderate physical activity
per day. You can begin a formal exercise program that
includes aerobic exercise, strength training and stretching.
By telling family and friends you are making changes in
your eating and exercise habits, you can enlist their social
support and create an environment where your target behav-
ior changes are more likely to occur.
A few easy lessons for healthy eating
“When consider-
ing overall health,
total weight is not
the most 
important 
consideration —
it is body.”
Bill Russell
Assistant professor of 
physical education
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Bill Russell is an assistant professor of physical education
and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is cfwdr@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Letter policy
By Matt Neistein
City editor
A new solution for dirty cars in
Charleston soon will be available,
and an Eastern student is behind it.
Jay Jewell, 21, a senior family
and consumer affairs major,
Monday is going to start up
Jewell’s Detail, a car wash and
detail business. His reasons for
doing so are simple.
“I’m doing this to make some
money,” he said. “I’m my own
manager. I hate working for other
people. I make my own hours and
my own schedule.”
The genesis for the idea came
from Danville, Jewell’s hometown,
where he was a partner in J & J’s
Car Kare for two and a half years.
He enjoyed it enough to begin a
similar business in Charleston.
“Keeping your car clean gives
you a high resale value,” he said.
Jewell’s minor in business
administration will come in as
handy as his experience, he said.
He currently has two employees
and will work out of a friend’s
garage, located at 716 Grant Ave.,
virtually rent-free, although he
plans to find a more permanent
location.
“I detail his car, and I’ll pay any
difference in his water bill,” Jewell
said.
Jewell already owns equipment,
such as a buffer and a vacuum, to
perform detail services. 
The business will have “differ-
ent waxes for different finishes,
engine degreasers, soaps and pol-
ish” among other things, he said.
The chemicals and cleansers he
uses are bought wholesale from a
friend’s father, reducing the cost.
Prices will be lower than the
ones he used in Danville, Jewell
said, to make them more reasonable
for students on a tight budget.
He expects good business for
several reasons, including location
and first-hand knowledge of col-
lege students.
“We can detail cars before stu-
dents leave on weekend trips,
before Greek formals (and) for any
occasion that a clean car would be
needed,” he said.
Jewell also intends to solicit
Charleston businesses to work on
fleet and commercial cars.
However, the business will shut
down in the spring when he gradu-
ates.
Customers interested should call
345-4838 and ask for Jewell.
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Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
Eastern student has solution for dirty cars
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Jay Jewell, a senior family and consumer science major, puts the final touches on a truck Tuesday afternoon in his
friend’s garage located at 716 Grant Avenue. Jewell will be running a car detailing and washing business from this
garage.
By Elizabeth O’Riley and
Jamie Moore
Staff writers
Anxiety, stress and time man-
agement are all closely related
issues that can be relieved by exer-
cise.
William Russell, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education,
Wednesday spoke to about 70 peo-
ple in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union on these issues and positive
effects exercise has on them.
“If exercise was a pill, it would
be the most widely prescribed med-
icine in the world,” Russell said. 
The physical benefits of exercise
are associated with positive well
being. Exercise increases heart
rates, strengthens the heart, burns
fat, increases oxygen to the blood
and promotes overall good health,
Russell said.
Russell said the No. 1 reason
people give for not exercising is
lack of time, but exercise actually
can help students manage time
more wisely. 
Females are reported to have
more stress in their lives than
males, yet Caucasian males are
reported to have the highest suicide
rates caused by stress, he said.
Anxiety is the most common
form of mental illness and a normal
prescription of aerobic exercise of
three to five days a week for 20 to
30 minutes can be beneficial to
mental health.
“All people strive for is to be
competent in something, to be good
in something,” Russell said.
When choosing a career, Russell
advises students to find one they
love and it will never seem like
work.
Russell said Homer once said:
“mens sana corpore sano,” meaning
a sound mind is a sound body.
Not only does exercise reduce
the chances of cardiovascular dis-
ease, but it also improves physical
and mental health, Russell said.
By Julie Bartlow
Staff writer
Abe and Holly from the MTV Road Rules
Latin American series will be coming to cam-
pus Saturday to help celebrate the Latino
Heritage Celebration.
The event will be held 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
The cast members will talk about their
experiences with the show, their wild adven-
tures and what it was like for them to be a part
of MTV Road Rules Latin America. They also
will answer questions from the audience.
April Bugarin, a graduate adviser to the
University Board, said Eastern was the first
university ever to welcome the Latin American
cast from Road Rules to come and speak with
students.
“It’s a great thing for the students to come
out and see this wonderful event,” Bugarin
said. “This event will help celebrate the diver-
sity and Latin American Heritage for this
month.”
Bugarin said she logged onto MTV’s web
site and contacted the Brad Joffe Agency,
which helped her get in touch with the Latin
American cast.
“The organization discussed the idea and
thought the school would appreciate a popular
show on MTV,” said Greg DeKalb, lecture
coordinator of the UB. 
The UB’s lecture and human potential com-
mittees will co-sponsor the event. Admission is
free for students with their Panther IDs and $5
for the general public. 
By Matt Bierowicz
Staff writer
Comedian Rich Ramirez
today will visit Eastern as part of
Latino Heritage Month.
Ramirez will perform at 9 p.m.
in the Rathskeller Lounge of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Originally from New York,
Ramirez has been a comedian for
10 years. Besides his stand-up
performances, Ramirez also
appeared on the hit television
shows “Law and Order” and
“One Life to Live,” a press release
stated.
Although Ramirez has not vis-
ited Eastern before, he has per-
formed at many other colleges
and uses a variety of topics to
appeal to everyone, a press release
stated. The show is sponsored by
the University Board, and there is
no cost to attend. 
The performance will run for
about an hour, and food and
drinks will be available.
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SURPRIISE
YOUR
FRIIENDS!!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO &
MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
(Deadline:  2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)
Rathskeller
to feature
comedian
‘Road Rulers’ pull into Eastern
Abe, Holly to talk about
adventures on the show
Speaker: Relieve anxiety with exercise
By Branden Delk
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association
today will discuss whether
Charleston bar hours should be
extended.
RHA members will meet at 5
p.m. in the Carman Hall lobby.
RHA President Kathy Anderson
said the association will discuss
how it feels about the issue of
whether bar hours should be
extended.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
and City Manager Bill Riebe may
possibly attend the meeting to dis-
cuss this issue with RHA members,
Anderson said. 
Anderson also said RHA mem-
bers are trying to organize a com-
mittee who may have suggestions
on making any changes to
Eastern’s 10-year-old student con-
duct code.
The RHA consists of the presi-
dents of each residence hall council
and two of its RHA representatives,
who represent their residence hall
when voting on issues pertaining to
the halls.
“Anyone is welcome to attend,”
Anderson said. “I feel these meet-
ings give the residence halls
chances to come together from all
over campus. I think that each hall
can bring their voices and opinions
together and help to accomplish
many things.”
Anderson also said soap dis-
pensers for all residence hall bath-
rooms will be arriving soon.
RHA to discuss extending bar hours
By Kaycee Connell
Staff writer
Apportionment Board mem-
bers today will view a power point
presentation regarding their role as
AB members and the proper way
to fill out budget sheets.
AB members will meet at 6
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The presentation will illustrate
budget sheets and how to present
them properly, said Mike Johnson,
AB president and student vice
president for financial affairs. 
“It is our job to see that the
money is spent wisely to benefit
the most students,” Johnson said.
Johnson said he will welcome
both new and returning members.
New members include Jacob
Bervig, sophomore industrial
technology major; Regina Elkins,
freshman math major; Ryan
Moran, senior hospitality major;
Andy Snowden, sophomore bio-
logical sciences and premed major
and Amy Wessling, junior
accounting major.
Johnson said he also will
explain the parliamentary proce-
dures for the board. 
By doing so, Johnson said
“when it comes time for them to
do their job, they will be 100 per-
cent ready.”
Other business will include the
appointment of the vice chair, and
Kia Jones, undergraduate student,
and Mori Toosi, industrial tech-
nology professor, will be removed
from the board because of sched-
uling conflicts.
By Ben Eagleson
Staff writer
At Phi Beta Kappa’s 11th annual
fall lecture, George Saliba, Ph.D.,
will present “Arabic Legacy in the
Western Scientific Tradition.”
The lecture will be held at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in the Phipps Lecture
Hall of the Physical Science
Building. 
Specifically, Saliba will discuss
how Arabic scientific tradition influ-
enced science in western cultures, a
press release stated. Saliba will
incorporate slides of authentic
medieval transcripts, such as transla-
tions of the Greek philosopher
Aristotle, to emphasize his talk. At
the end of the lecture, Saliba will
take questions from the audience.
Following the lecture is a recep-
tion where refreshments will be
served, and students and faculty will
have an opportunity to speak with
Saliba.
Saliba is a professor of Arabic
and Islamic science in the
Department of Middle East and
Asian Languages and Cultures at
Columbia University in New York.
Saliba holds bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from American University
of Beirut and a doctorate and second
master’s degree from the University
of California at Berkley.
Bailey Young, associate profes-
sor of history, said students majoring
in history, science, math and interna-
tional study should take interest in
this lecture.
“(The lecture) brings together
humanities and sciences, and it is an
opportunity to hear a first rate inter-
national scholar who is also an
important figure in international
scholarship,” Young said.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Phi Beta Kappa Association of East
Central Illinois and the Office of
Academic Affairs. The lecture is free
and open to the public.
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T h u r s d a y  a t
all day & all night
5 0 ¢  t a c o s
Be part of an EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY
apply online at www.versity.com
email your resume to: jobs@versity.com
fax your resume to: 734/483-8460
or call: 877/VERSITY ext.888  (837-7489)
needed:
Campus Operations Manager
• Earn great money
• Excellent resume builder
• Flexible schedule
• Gain Management and Marketing experience
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
Read The Daily Eastern News.
Joe would’ve wanted you to.
Speaker to discuss
the Arabic legacy
New members to learn AB role
Want to write? Call the DEN @ 581-2812
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_______________________‘00’
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
ATTENTION, ATTENTION, CCAR
Industries is looking for staff to
work, evening, nights & weekend
shift. Ft and PT hours available.
Flexible schedule, paid training is
provided. Applications can be
obtained at 1530 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E
______________________12/13
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!!  Versity .com
an internet notetaking company is
looking for an entrepreneurial stu-
dent to run our business on your
campus. Manage students, make
tons of money, excellent opportu-
nity!  Apply online at www.versi-
ty.com, contact Jobs@versity.com
or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Council on Aging Homemaker
Program now taking applications
for in-home care providers for
older adults in Coles County.
Flexible day time hours only .
$5.95 hourly rate. Experience  or
CNA preferred. Must have own
transportation. Call homemaker
program 234-3311 or 348-5355.
_______________________9/17
Now hiring evening restaurant
manager. Hrs 4:30pm - 11pm, 6
days a week. Must have positive
attitude with responsible work
ethic and leadership skills. Must
also maintain a clean appearance
and management experience
would be a plus. Please send
resume to Journal Gazette File
#248172, 100 Broadway, Mattoon,
IL.
_______________________9/17
Charleston School District #1 is in
need of Substitute teachers. Sub-
teaching requires a Teaching
Certificate or a 4-year degree.
Inquire at unit office 410 W. Polk,
Charleston.
_______________________9/17
Farm Help Wanted. Experience
Preferred. Call after 3 or leave
message. 348-8906
_______________________9/27
HEY EIU STUDENTS...DO YOU
NEED MONEY FOR: TUITION??
ENTERTAINMENT??  GAS??
LAUNDRY??   CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF have oppor-
tunities that will fit all your employ-
ment needs. -Business casual
atmosphere. -Flexible schedules.
-Great Pay. -Incentives/bonuses.
CALL TODAY!!!   348-5250.
_______________________9/20
Brian’s Place Nightclub and
Sports Bar Needs Part-Time
security, waitress, and D.J. Apply
in person 21st and Broadway,
Mattoon  234-4151.
_______________________9/17
Healthcare Technician positions
available in substance abuse field.
Full or part time,  LPN or EMT
candidates needed. Schedule to
include weekends-all shifts and
weekdays 2nd and 3rd shift.
Competitive pay and benefits.
Submit resume by 9-23-99 to:
CEAD Council, Box 532,
Charleston, IL 61920. EOE
_______________________9/18
Monitoring position available. Full
time entry level position in sub-
stance abuse field, in an adoles-
cent residential substance abuse
treatment setting. Work schedule
to include evening, nights and
weekends. Competitive pay and
benefits. Submit resume by 9-23-
99 to: CEAD Council, Box 532,
Charleston, IL 61920. EOE
WANTED waitresses to work in
Hooters type bar n grill. Pay
depends on exp. Call Will at 235-
3511 or 254-9896.
_______________________9/16
Farm help needed. Experience
on equipment helpful. Call 345-
2999.
_______________________9/22
Help Wanted: Eastern student to
party and cheer on the Panther
Football team. Must be available
Saturday’s. Apply in person at
O’Brien Stadium Tailgate Park.
_______________________9/17
NEEDED 63 PEOPLE TO LOST
30 LBS. BY OCTOBER 15!  NAT-
URAL, GUARANTEED
RESULTS, DR. APPROVED!  I
LOST 15 LBS. IN 1 MONTH!  800-
570-9628. www.lbsoff.com. ID#
5379.
_______________________9/16
FOR RENT - Small space on the
west side of campus.
Approximate dimensions, 2 feet
by 2 feet. available September
18th. Must see to appreciate. 4
hour lease. Come to O’brien
Stadium Saturday, 6pm if interest-
ed.
_______________________9/17   
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
_______________________‘00’
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 345-
6621.
_______________________‘00’
1 Bedroom apartment available.
All utilities paid. Close to campus.
348-0006
_______________________‘00’
Chas., newer 1 Bd., w/d hookup.
Off square. 348-8284.
_______________________9/21
Spacious 3 room apt. for 1 person.
On square behind Will Rogers.
Furnished, $275/month. Spring
Semester Call 345-9232.
_______________________9/22
Female Sublessor needed for 2nd
St. Apt. for Spring 2000. Please
call ASAP!  345-5464.
_______________________9/17
Roommates - Female Student
looking for 1-2 thousand new
Roommates. Low rent, no utili-
ties. Loves Football. Spacious
Environment. See me at O’Brien
Stadium on Saturday if interested.
_______________________9/17  
Need M or F roommate for 2 br.
apt. in Mattoon. Nice; short com-
mute. $185 and 1/2 elec. 235-
2876.
_______________________9/17
Make up to $2000 in one week!
Motivated Student Organizations
needed for marketing project.
www.CampusBackBone.com\fund
raiser or
www.CreditHealth.com\fundraiser
or Call Dennis at 1-800-357-9009.
_______________________9/21
386 Computer, color, printer, Word
Perfect 6. Good for
Wordprocessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
‘92 Ford Explorer, 2 DR, 4 WD,
$5,750.00, Good Condition. Call
932-5626.
_______________________9/17
95 Jeep Wrangler, lowmiles, AC,
new tires and top, CD player,
security system. Call 348-6386.
_______________________9/16
Mountain Hard wear Gore-wind-
stopper Jacket and REI 3200 cui
pack. Call 3409.
_______________________9/20  
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Buy, Sell,
Trade. Adult Room, magazines,
xxx movies, toys, novelties, and
pipe shop.
‘00”
Spring Break ‘00  Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted!  Sell 15 and travel
free!  Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
9/24
Wanna look great!  Call Jessie at
Coed Hairstyling. 348-7818. 7th
street & Lincoln.
9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every
month. Call 348-0018.
9/30
STIX IS NOW ACCEPTING
RESERVATIONS FOR FAMILY
WEEKEND. CALL 345-STIX.
9/23
Were you aware that the average
U.S. college student drinks FIVE
Drinks (one 12 ounce beer, 4-6
ounce glass of wine, one 1-1.5
ounce shot equals one drink)
PER WEEK!!
9/16
See eleven days, Saturday night
9pm, at Gunner Bucs, South
Route 45, Mattoon. “21 law strict-
ly enforced”
_______________________9/17 
LOST-  Eastern Students. If
found, please return to O’Brien
Stadium for the Tailgate party
before 4pm for Saturday’s Game.
9/17
Classifiedadvertising
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Is smarty pants leaving
you behind?
Tell him or her how much you
will miss them with a
Graduation Personal in The
Daily Eastern News!!
Personals will appear Monday,
May 3rd.
Deadline is 2 pm April 28th.
Name:___________________ Phone:_____
Address:______________________________
Message:______________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Bring to Student Publications
1802 Buzzard
Special #1
1x2 Ad
NO PHOTO
$8
30 Words or
Less
Special #2
1x3 Ad
WITH PHOTO
$12
15 Words or
Less
Sublessors
Roommates
Make money
For sale
Announcements
Lost and found
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Pancakes and Passages on Friday, Sept. 17 at 7:00-
7:45am at the Wesley Foundation across from 4th from Lawson.  A weekly breakfast
gathering to discuss selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the Christian faith.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (MTEA).  Meeting on Thursday,
Sept. 16th at 6:00pm in 1441 Buzzard Building.  Come on out and bring a friend.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER.  Open House on Friday, Sept. 16th between 3:00
and 5:00pm at the Student Union(next to the Sugar Shack).  Come and enjoy food and
drink and our new furniture.
SCEC.  Meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 6:00pm in the Buzzard Auditorium.
Information about fundraising and convention.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION.  Speaker Meeting on Thursday, Sept.
16th at 7:00pm in Lumpkin Hall 017.  Speaker: Heather Montika, WIXY 100.3 FM,
Champaign.  Topic: Advertising.
PHI SIGMA PI.  Rush on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 7pm in Lumpkin Hall 122.  Rush
Tonight!  Members please arrive 15 minutes early.  Call Jen Vala if you can’t attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Mass on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 12:05 in the
Newman Catholic Center.
EARTH.  Weekly meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 7:30pm in 101 Carmen Hall.
Check us out at the RSO Fair 12-3pm in the South Quad!
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS.  Meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 6pm
in the Effingham Rm.
STUDENT READING COUNCIL.  Application for Illinios Reading Council, Student
Reading Council and Illinios Reading Association are available in the Elementary
Education Office.
STUDENT READING COUNCIL.  Officers Meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16th at
6:30pm in the Reading Center.
STUDENT READING CENTER.  Kickoff Meeting is on Thursday, Sept, 16th at 7pm
in the Buzzard Auditorium.  All interested in joining stop in!
KAPPA DELTA PI /  ACEI / MLEC.  Meeting on Thursday, Sept 16th at 7:00pm in
the Buzzard Auditorium.  Illinios Teacher of the Year will be speaking.
POWER.  Meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 7pm in the Meezianine Room.  Come
and support gender equality at EIU.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER.  Freshman Options on Thursday, Sept. 16th at
7:30 pm. in Carmen’s East Side Panther Deli.  All first year students encouraged to
attend to learn about Spring Semester Registration.  
MINORITY TODAY mtg, on Thursday Sept. 16 at 7pm in Student Publications.
RHA meeting, Thursday Sept. 16, at 5pm in Carmen Hall.
CAMPUS PERK.  Thursday Sept, 16, 8pm-midnight in Thomas Hall Basement.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION meeting.  Thursday Sept, 16 at 6pm in Jerry’s
Pizza.  Come out and meet the other other members.  Bring money for dinner and
$5.00 for dues.  Call Jamie @ 348-1511 if you have questions.
UNIVERSITY BOARD HUMAN POTENTIAL meeting(committee).  Thursday Sept
16 at 6pm in the Oakland Rm of the Union.  Anyone interested in joining committee
or having ideas to help out Human Potential may attend.
STUDENT WELLNESS ASSOCIATION meeting.  Sept 16 at 6pm in the Lantz Pool
Lounge.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB.  Meeting on Thurs. Sept. 16 at 6:00 p.m. in Rm. 106
ROTC.  Military Science Lab.  Sept. 16 at 1200 or 1530 at the Tarble Arts Field.
Uniform: BDU and boots.  Objective: hand grenade practice.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any non-profit,
campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed.
All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS
DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday, or Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information
WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
CampusClips
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TRAVEL- Nothing to do this
Weekend?  All expense paid trip
available to Eastern Students.
Great Destination for sports fans.
Visit Sunny O'Brien Stadium this
weekend for an experience you'll
never forget. Departure from
Tailgate Park 4pm Saturday.
__________________________
9/17
SPRING BREAK 2000-PLAN
NOW!  Cancun, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Jamaica & S.Padre.
Reliable TWA flights. America's
best prices & packages. Book
now and SAVE!  Campus Reps
wanted- earn FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP  www.student-
express.com
__________________________
10/21
SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta.
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8 starting at
$329 (5nts). New Years in MEXI-
CO via TWA Dec. 28 (5nts) and
Jan 2 (6nts) Book now!  1-800-
TOUR-USA www.studentex-
press.com
__________________________
10/27
Welcome back students!  Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
__________________________
00
Bob- Meet me behind O'Brien
Stadium before Saturday's game.
You bring the grill, I'll bring the
beer.-Sally
__________________________
9/17
SWF- Looking for "Mister Right"
who enjoys the outdoors, and will
watch football all day without
complaining. If this is you, meet
me at O'Brien Stadium in Tailgate
Park.
Saturday, 4pm, I'll be wearing
blue.
__________________________
9/17
SIG KAPS- Get excited for tail-
gating with the PIKES!
__________________________
9/16
John Larson - Happy 21st
Birthday!  Have a great time
tonight!  Love you, Carrie
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Travel
Personals
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
These folks just got done
advertising with the
DAILY EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
345-2844corner of 4th and Lincoln
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Pizza Spaghetti
Salad Bar Garlic Bread
$4.19 +tax
Children 10 & under eat for $2.19
Every Tuesday & Thursday 
5-9pm
Swimmer competes in Ironman competition
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
You could call him dedicated, determined or
just plain crazy, but junior Aaron Brown com-
pleted his first Ironman competition last
Saturday in 11 hours and 45 minutes, battling
through mental as well as physical aspects of
the competition.
All the preparation led Brown to an overall
finish of 30 out of 400 competitors and ranked
third in his age group. 
The first annual Lake Geneva Ironman
Triathlon competition took place on a hilly
course in Wisconsin where triathletes endured a
2.4-mile swim followed by a 112-mile bike
course and ending with a marathon – 26.2
miles.
“The hardest part was the running because it
was last, and there were a lot of hills,” Brown
said. “I felt most prepared for the bike because I
trained a lot for that, sometimes doing 300 miles
a week.”
Brown is also a member of Eastern’s swim
team, and his swimming background saved
some preparation because he knew the kind of
event that would be.
His desire for this type of ultimate competi-
tion began when he joined his high school swim
team in Hoffman Estates. 
While a member of the Hawk swim team,
Brown’s training progressed into running.
“It was an evolution, and I just fell in love
with the sport,” Brown said.
Preparation for an Ironman competition isn’t
easy, but with the help of his brother, the train-
ing was a little smoother.
“My brother is a trainaholic and swimming
is just one-third of his training,” sophomore
Adam Brown said. “We train together some-
times, like biking to Champaign and back.”
Brown competed in a marathon in Madison
earlier this year, and with grueling biking and
daily swim practice for the Panthers, the older
Brown certainly had his work cut out for him.
“I wanted to get a time under 12 hours, and
I achieved that,” he said. “I was excited going
into the competition because I just wanted to
give it a try and finish.”
It is hard to imagine what can run through
one’s mind when they’re continuously compet-
ing for almost 12 straight hours, but Brown
believed that he was focused the whole time.
“The competitors were cool, and there was
always water and Gatorade for us and pretzels
and bananas to eat,” Brown said. “When I got
into the running part of it, all I could think of
was all the food I wanted to eat, like pizza and
ribs.”
All this dedication and consistent training is
what Brown attributes to his ability to work
hard, set goals for himself, and overall achieve-
ments.
“It’s helped me with a lot of things in my life
such as school and it also teaches me to watch
what I eat and how long I sleep,” Brown said. 
With all this discipline, Brown hopes to
become a professional triathlete with sponsors,
but he believes that’s still a few years away.
“You always have Hawaii, which is one of
the most competitive competitions with the
world champions,” Brown said. 
Brown’s family is incredibly supportive of
his training, especially because his dad once
competed in triathlons. 
“My dad is a swim coach now, so he’s very
supportive, but my mom still thinks I’m a little
crazy,” Brown said. “It also helps that Adam is
there because we have similar goals, and if I get
a flat tire on a bike ride, he’s there to help.”
Regardless, there is no way I
would consider taking that kind of a
beating, and eating so many ham-
burgers, just so my fat, lazy team-
mates wouldn’t have to run up a hill
or do a couple of extra conditioning
drills. 
But the fault doesn’t necessarily
lie with the big purple monsters.
And the blame can’t be placed on
the brave Hamburgler, but on the
coach who would order such a bru-
tal attack.
Obviously, Mayor McCheese
needs to worry more about taking
care of the Fry Guys slopping
around in the grease and less about
the Hamburgler who may have
kicked a pair of shoulder pads. 
Ruthhart
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of them are just humorous. (Coach
Bob) Spoo is very open to new ideas
and suggestions. There’s times
when I just lay there in bed and
think of surprise onsides kicks.
“I’m always thinking of surprise
onsides kicks because that can real-
ly change the momentum, if it
works.”
This week in practice the focus
has changed to concocting a new
trick play in the event of a botched
snap on an extra point or field goal
attempt. The regular holder, tight
end Seth Willingham, will likely
miss Saturday’s game after getting
hurt against Hawaii. 
That means Besenhofer will
have to take over – something he
hasn’t done much in the past – so
the possibility of a botched hold is in
the back of the two kickers’ minds.
As a result, Larner used
Tuesday’s practice to loosen up his
arm, in the event Besenhofer has to
pitch the ball back to the placekick-
er and roll out down the sideline.
Not a bad idea, since Larner was a
quarterback in high school and can
throw a pretty tight spiral.
But how bad does Besenhofer
want to score a touchdown?
“Let’s just wait a bit and see,” he
said with a smile.
“I mentioned (that play) to
(Spoo) in the office,” Larner said of
the roll out to Besenhofer. “I went
over there to give him a diagram for
an onsides kick, and I said, ‘We
have a play if a snap gets botched.’
He said ‘that could work’ with a
smile on his face.”
But Spoo doesn’t always
respond when Larner pitches a new
play.
“I mentioned to him that for the
last extra point of the year, I would
hold and Seth would kick,” Larner
said. “I don’t think he took that sug-
gestion too well.”
The life of a kicker is more than
just practicing technique and plays
they’ll probably never get to use in a
game. The preparation they go
through is just as difficult and
tedious as any other football player.
The mental aspect of being a
kicker is not an easy one.
“Instead of counting sheep at
night, I visualize the snap and the
ball going through the uprights,”
Larner said. “It’s depressing
because you may come away from a
game and prepared all week and
don’t ever get in the game. But even
if I don’t get into a game, my leg is
still sore because I’ve still kicked
into the net (on the sidelines) 100
times.”
While being on their own would
make some athletes slack off in
practice, it gives Larner and
Besenhofer an opportunity to push
each other harder.
“I can punt well enough to make
him do better and he can kick well
enough to push me,” Larner said.
“Everyone needs competition.”
It is that competition that has
helped Besenhofer improve.
“He’s like my big brother,”
Besenhofer said. “He’s taught me so
much, and we’ve become such close
friends. That’s what makes it fun
coming out here. I know how we
can help each other.”
He also knows that being kick-
ers, it means they are going to be the
butt of many jokes.
“I can’t tell you how many times
we get harassed,” Besenhofer said.
“It’s all in good fun but they’re not
easy on us. I get a lot of (crap)
because I’m smaller. Basically I’m
the little brother to everybody on the
team.
“We’ll go out and somebody will
point to me and say, ‘Who’s going
to pay for the 12-year-old.’”
Still, no matter what, neither can
deny the truth.
“Bill and I realize we have the
easy job,” Larner said. “Also, Bill
(quarterback Anthony) Buich and I
have the most pressure-packed
position on the team.”
Kickers
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landed a full-time spot, teaching five classes,
driver’s education in the summer and coaches
the junior varsity and varsity wrestling teams.
He is the driver’s education class that’s pro-
vided him with the most excitement so far.
“I’ve had a lot of close calls and saved a few
lives this summer,” Pena said. “But I guess
that’s why you have the brake on the other
side.”
How Pena has moved up the ranks quickly
at Conant reflects the same way he progressed
at Eastern.
“When he came here, I saw a kid with a lot
of character,” Eastern wrestling coach Ralph
McCausland said. “He made tremendous
progress every year, definitely in his physical
and maturity level. From his freshman year, he
took on a leadership role.”
Not only is Pena a leader, but a general peo-
ple person as well – which is one of the reasons
he went into coaching.
“(Coaching) makes the kids respect you
more because they all know who you are,” he
said. “It also puts you at ease because of the 1-
to-1 contact every day. I can run into 2,700 kids
and know 2,000 of them. That’s nice.”
He intends on staying at the high school
level and knows it is not very likely to return to
Eastern and take over McCausland’s job some-
day.
“Ralphie’s going to have to be in a body bag
before he retires,” Pena said.
One of the things that drew Pena to Conant
was it’s winning tradition – wrestling coach
Jim Cartwright’s teams have won 16 confer-
ence in the last 20 years.
“The administration respects the program
which isn’t common on the high school level,”
Pena said. “It gets the kind of respect it
deserves.”
During his time at Eastern, that is something
he didn’t see the wrestling program get.
“The only time I didn’t enjoy (being at
Eastern) was when (Athletic Director Bob)
McBee and (President David) Jorns got togeth-
er and thought Eastern didn’t need a wrestling
program,” Pena said.
But for the most part, the Panther program,
along with McCausland, gave Pena a positive
experience.
“I didn’t want to go to a place where you
wrestled first and went to school second,” he
said.
Pena, who has already accomplished many
goals after Eastern, still knows he fell short of
his goals as a Panther.
“I expected more out of myself,” he said. “I
expected to be a three-time (NCAA
Tournament) qualifier and a two-time All-
American.”
Pena made it to the tournament twice, and
placed eighth his senior year to become an All-
American. Even though he fell short of his
goals, accomplishing what he did was no easy
task in the first place.
“It was a whole new ballgame when I got to
Eastern,” Pena said. “High school was a joke.”
Pena
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This weekend there are several events asports fan could attend. Of course,Eastern opens up its home season on
Saturday against Southern Illinois. It is well
documented that students at Eastern do not
like to go to the games.
For those of you planning to venture into
O’Brien stadium AND are wrestling fans,
well this is your dream weekend. If you are
the adventurous type, listen closely.
On Friday night, only two hours away in
Springfield, there are some old-school stars
performing as well as they can.
I am sure some of you have seen the com-
mercials advertising the NWF promotion,
which has some great stars there such as: The
Bushwhackers, Greg “The Hammer”
Valentine, Nikili Volkov, “Cowboy” Bob
Orton, and the one and only Honky Tonk
Man.
These guys are old as hell, but remember
when they were the bomb. Why is it that we
remember all
the old-school
w r e s t l e r s ?
Because we
were raised
on this stuff.
But are these
guys better
than what we
have now …
let’s take a
look.
Now tal-
ent-wise and
microphone
skill-wise, the new guys have a distinct
advantage, but it wasn’t about that back in
the day.
When we were 12-years-old, it was about
getting up and watching wrestling on Sunday
mornings, to hell with church … well, not lit-
erally. See what this new-school stuff is
doing to me?!
The point is, I don’t think we will remem-
ber the wrestlers of today like we remember
the wrestlers of yesterday. 
Don’t get me wrong, “Do you smell what
the Rock is cooking??!” “’Cause Stone Cold
said so!!” and “Suck It!!” are phrases that are
used almost on a daily basis, but how long
will we remember who said them?
But we always will remember the old-
school wrestlers: Junk Yard Dog, Koko B.
Ware, Jimmy “Superfly” Snuka, Ricky “the
Dragon” Steamboat, King Kong Bundy,
Hillbilly Jim, Jake “The Snake” Roberts, the
Iron Sheik and tag-teams such as the Killer
B’s and Demolition.
Wrestling almost has become too main-
stream. It was almost a chore to find a show,
the only big exposure wrestling got was
when Saturday Night Live was off the air,
and wrestling took over late night.
I was always pissed off when I turned on
WFLD in Chicago and heard the words,
“Promotional consideration paid for by the
following..” I knew then my show was over.
Now, it is a routine on Monday nights to
watch the program and it is easy to find. The
problem is that you now need cable in order
to watch the programming. Before, you
could just get it on network television.
Wrestling has become strewn with sex
and violence, especially in Extreme
Championship Wrestling. I remember the
old school days when Cactus Jack was run-
ning a spur over some guy, and they put a
huge censored box over the blood on his
forehead.
Wrestling’s plotlines are now as complex
as any other soap opera on television, but it
never used to be that way. 
When the Commodores sang the song
“Easy,” Lionel Richie said he’s “easy like
Sunday morning,” and that about sums up
what wrestling used to be.
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JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.25 Bottles
$1.25 Well Drinks
$3.00 Pitchers
Karaoke from 10pm-1am
Large 1
Topping
for 
not valid w/any other offer
$7.99
10 inch 2 topping
& order of 
breadsticks
for 
not valid w/any other offer
$6.99
Large works
for 
not valid w/any other offer
$11.99+ tax + tax + tax
348-8282
TOP OF THE ROC
“RAVERS OF THE WORLD
UNITE”... BEASTIE BOYS
Guest Chicago DJ:
Mixing up the most
heart pounding
Progressive House &
Dance
$1.. 50 Vodka Mixers
$2.. 25 Big guy little guy
$1.. 00 Shots
NO COVER
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
Todd Schrieber
Staff writer
email: cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
The People’s
Column
Recalling wrestlers from the old days
File photo
Former Eastern wrestler has not lost the love for the sport as he coaches at a high school in the
Northwest Suburbs. Pena is now busy raising his daughter and teaching full-time.
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
No events scheduled
Friday
5 p.m. – Men’s soccer at SMU /  Nike
Classic vs. College of Charleston
5 p.m. – Women’s soccer at Creighton
Tournament vs. .Air Force
7 p.m. – Volleyball vs.Tennessee –
Martin
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Indianapolis 1 0 0
Miami 1 0 0
New England 1 0 0
N.Y. Jets 0 1 0
Buffalo 0 1 0
Central
Jacksonville 1 0 0
Pittsburgh 1 0 0
Tennessee 1 0 0
Baltimore 0 1 0
Cincinnati 0 1 0
Cleveland 0 1 0
West
Kansas City 0 1 0
Oakland 0 1 0
Seattle 0 1 0
Denver 0 1 0
San Diego 0 0 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Arizona 1 0 0
Dallas 1 0 0
N.Y. Giants 1 0 0
Washington 0 1 0
Philadelphia 0 1 0
Central
Chicago 1 0 0
Detroit 1 0 0
Green Bay 1 0 0
Minnesota 1 0 0
Tampa Bay 0 1 0
West
New Orleans 1 0 0
St. Louis 1 0 0
Carolina 0 1 0
San Francisco 0 1 0
Atlanta 0 1 0
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
New York 86 58 —
Boston 83 62 3.5 
Toronto 77 69 10.0
Baltimore 69 76 17.5
Tampa Bay 62 83 23.5
Central Division
W L GB
x-Cleveland 89 55 —
Chicago 64 81 25.5
Detroit 60 84 29.0
Minnesota 59 85 30.0
Kansas City 57 88 32.5
West Division
W L GB
Texas 87 59 —
Oakland 80 65 6.5 
Seattle 71 73 15.0
Anaheim 60 85 26.5
Wednesday’s Results
Tampa Bay 8, Seattle 4
New York 6, Toronto 4
Chicago 3, Detroit 1
Texas 8, Minnesota 3
Anaheim 1, Kansas City 0
*Oakland at Baltimore, postponed
*Boston at Cleveland
Today’s Games
Anaheim at Kansas City, 1:05 p.m.
Oakland at Baltimore, 2:05 p.m.
Seattle at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m.
New York at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Friday’s Games
Detroit at Boston, 6:05 p.m.
Chicago at Toronto, 6:05 p.m.
New York at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Oakland, 9:35 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
Atlanta 91 55 —
New York 89 57 2.0
Philadelphia 68 77 22.5
Montreal 61 84 29.5
Florida 57 87 33.0
Central Division
W L GB
Houston 91 56 —
Cincinnati 86 59 4.0
Pittsburgh 70 74 19.5
St. Louis 68 77 22.0 
Milwaukee 64 80 25.5
Chicago 57 87 32.5
West Division
W L GB
Arizona 87 57 –
San Francisco 79 65 8.5
San Diego 68 78 20.5
Los Angeles 67 78 21.0
Colorado 66 80 22.5
Wednesday’s Results
Cincinnati 5, Chicago 4
New York 10, Colorado 5
*Philadelphia at Houston
*Milwaukee at St. Louis
*Pittsburgh at Arizona
*Atlanta at San Diego
*Florida at San Francisco
*Montreal at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
Florida at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
Chicago at Cincinnati, 6:05 p.m.
Friday’s Games
Milwaukee at Chicago, 2:20 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York, 6:10 p.m.
Montreal at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m.
Los Angeles at Colorado, 7:05 p.m.
Houston at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Florida at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
San Francisco at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T Pts
Philadelphia 0 0 0 0
Pittsburgh 0 0 0 0
New Jersey 0 0 0 0
N.Y. Islanders 0 0 0 0
N.Y. Rangers 0 0 0 0
Northeast Division
W L T Pts
Boston 0 0 0 0
Buffalo 0 0 0 0
Montreal 0 0 0 0
Ottawa 0 0 0 0
Toronto 0 0 0 0
Southeast Division
W L T Pts
Atlanta 0 0 0 0
Carolina 0 0 0 0
Florida 0 0 0 0
Tampa Bay 0 0 0 0
Washington 0 0 0 0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T Pts
Chicago 0 0 0 0
Detroit 0 0 0 0
Nashville 0 0 0 0
St. Louis 0 0 0 0
Northwest Division
W L T Pts
Calgary 0 0 0 0
Colorado 0 0 0 0
Edmonton 0 0 0 0
Vancouver 0 0 0 0
Pacific Division
W L T Pts
Anaheim 0 0 0 0
Dallas 0 0 0 0
Los Angeles 0 0 0 0
Phoenix 0 0 0 0
San Jose 0 0 0 0
COLLEGE
Ohio Valley Conference
Football Standings
OVC      Overall
Western Kentucky     1-0   2-0
Tennessee State       0-0 2-0
Eastern Kentucky      0-0 1-1
Tennessee Tech 0-0 0-1
Eastern Illinois 0-0 0-2
Murray State 0-0 0-2
Southeast Missouri    0-0 0-2
Tennessee-Martin      0-1 1-1
Saturday’s Games
LIberty at Tennessee Tech, noon
Tennessee State vs. Florida A&M
(at Atlanta), 3 p.m.
Samford at Tennessee-Martin, 3
p.m.
Southeast Missouri State at Murray
State, 6 p.m.
Southern Illinois at Eastern
Illinois, 6 p.m.
Indiana State at Eastern Kentucky,
6 p.m.
South Florida at Western Kentucky,
7 p.m.
OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
Volleyball Standings
OVC      Overall
Murray                    1-0            5-3
Austin Peay             1-0            5-4
Tennessee Tech       1-0            2-5
Eastern Illinois        0-0           5-3
Southeast Missouri   0-0            4-4
Eastern Kentucky     0-0            3-6
Tennessee–Martin    0-0            3-6
Morehead State       0-0            1-8
Middle Tennessee    0-1            4-6
Tennessee State      0-2            0-7
*Through Matches of Sept 12
This Week’s Games
Sept 21 – Morehead State at West
Virginia, 6 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Belmont, 6:30
p.m.
Murray State at Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
St. Louis at Eastern Illinois, 7
p.m.
Tennessee State at Middle
Tennessee, 7 p.m.
Sept 22 – Middle Tennessee at
Chattanooga, 6 p.m.
Sept 24 – Murray State at Eastern
Kentucky, 6 p.m.
Tennessee- Martin at Morehead
State, 6 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Austin Peay,
7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Tennessee
State, 7 p.m.
Sept 25 – Eastern Illinois at
Austin Peay, noon
Murray State at Morehead State, 12
noon
Tennessee-Martin at Eastern
Kentucky, 1 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Tennessee
State, 1 p.m.
OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
Women’s Soccer
OVC    Overall
Middle Tennessee       1-0         4-0
Eastern Illinois          0-0         2-4
Southeast Missouri      0-0        0-3
Morehead State          0-0         0-4
Tennessee Tech          0-0         0-7
Tennessee-Martin       0-1         0-7
This Week’s Games
Sept 17 – Eastern Illinois vs. Air
Force (at Creighton), 5 p.m.
Sept 18 – Middle Tennessee at
Appalacian State, noon 
Morehead State at Northwestern
State, noon
Tennessee-Martin at Centenary, 1
p.m.
Sept 19 – Eastern Illinois vs.
Pepperdine (at Creighton), 12
noon
Middle Tennessee at Eastern
Tennessee State, 1 p.m.
Morehead State at Arkansas-Little
Rock, 1 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Western
Illinois, 1 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin at Northwestern
State, 1 p.m.
Missouri Valley
Conference
Men’s Soccer Standings
OVC     Overall
Creighton                0-0            2-0
SMS                       0-0            3-0
W. Kentucky            0-0             5-1
Vanderbilt                0-0            2-1
Eastern Illinois       0-0            2-2
Evansville                0-0            2-2
Bradley                    0-0            2-3
Drake                      0-0            0-3
*Through matches of Sept. 14
DENfl
Here’s a look at the standings
through the first week of the DENfl ‘99.
Due to the large amount of calculations
that needed to be done, the list does
not include Monday night’s results –
therefore anybody with Denver or
Miami selections will have much lower
scores, but don’t worry, it will all even
out in the end.
While we’ve only listed the top five for
each division here, a complete listing
can be found on our website, at
www.eiu.edu/~den.
For all those who picked Vinny
Testaverde, all we can say is we’re
sorry – and don’t forget the no trade
clause...for those who picked Joey
Galloway, we can only ask what in the
hell were you thinking?        
This is how everyone fared, with
point totals for individual players and
team results broken down by confer-
ence:
QUARTERBACKS
Troy Aikman –  71.2
Brett Favre – 58.3
Mark Brunnell – 46.5
Dan Marino – 41.9
Drew Bledsoe – 39.0
Peyton Manning – 38.4
Randall Cunningham – 28.4
Jake Plummer – 22.4
Vinny Testaverde – 14.6
Steve Young – 9.6
RUNNING BACKS
Emmitt Smith – 31.8
Eddie George – 18.4
Curtis Martin – 17.0
Dorsey Levins – 15.6
Fred Taylor –  14.8
Marshall Faulk – 10.8
Jamal Anderson –  10.0
Robert Smith – 9.4
Warrick Dunn – 9.2
Ricky Williams – 8.0
Ricky Watters – 4.2
Terrell Davis – 0.0
WIDE RECEIVERS
Keyshawn Johnson – 57.68
Marvin Harrison – 56.62
Antonio Freeman – 39.42
Cris Carter – 30.4
Bill Schrader – 24.42
Herman Moore – 16.94
Terrell Owens – 16.72
Randy Moss – 5.28
Andre Rison – 2.64 
J.J. Stokes – 1.1
Rod Smith – 0.0
Joey Galloway – 0.0
DEFENSE
Seahawks – 70
Ravens – 66.25
Giants – 64.75
Packers – 61
Jets – 60.5
Jaguars – 59.25
Raiders – 59
Redskins – 58.75
Chiefs – 49
49ers – 47.75 
Dolphins – 46.75
Cowboys – 46.25
Cardinals – 45
Vikings – 45.5
Falcons – 44.75
Bucs – 42.75
Bills – 42.25
Steelers – 35
Broncos – 28.5
Chargers – 0.0
FIELD GOAL KICKERS
Mike Hollis –52.5
Adam Vinatieri – 42
Al Del Greco – 35
Jason Hanson – 28
Martin Gramatica – 24.5
Steve Christie – 21
Gary Anderson – 17.5
Pete Stoyanovich – 17.5
Richie Cunningham – 16.5
John Kasay – 14
Ryan Longwell – 14
Morton Anderson – 7
John Hall – 7
Jason Elam – 0
TEAM STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
EAST DIVISION
Anish Gavri – 176.48
Chad Merda – 144.72
Dave Pump – 137.72
Jonathon Wills – 99.43
Greg Thompson – 93.58
CENTRAL DIVISION
Todd Schreiber – 180.88
Jeremy Alexander – 167.72
Mary Wohlrabe – 153.35
Donald Wells – 139.85
Adam Randle – 122.83
WEST DIVISION
Jay Ochwat – 200.88
Meghan McMahon – 166.28
Mike Manday – 144.55
Adam Switzer – 139.28
John Beerbower – 135.23
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
EAST DIVISION
Susan Kile – 182.72
Brian Forneis – 182.72
Shane Miller – 167.13
Craig Ecker – 117.83
John Miller – 116.08
CENTRAL DIVISION
Mike Byrne — 235.02
Jason Rossi — 226.87
Jon Gifford — 152.67
Christy Kilgore — 152.28
Brian Poulter — 150.64
WEST DIVISION
Kelly Gallery – 135.428
Aaron Pankoke – 126.22
Erin Wilox – 102.38
Timothy Hiller – 92.43
Timothy Anderson – 71.19
INTRAMURALS
Wednesday’s Results
Flag Football
Men’s A
Wyld Stallions over Delta Tau Delta, 14-6
Pike Garnet over Rock Stars, 22-0
Sigma Chi Gold over TKE, 28-6
Sig Ep Red over Sigma Pi GOld, 13-12
Men’s B
Sig Ep over Rock Bottom, 20-6
Red and Buff over All Madden, 32-6
Women’s
Alpha Gamma Delta over Alpha Sigma
Tau, 6-0
Delta Zeta over Tri Sigma White, 34-0
Co-Rec Softball Tournament
Semi-Finals
Tri-Sigma/Lambda Chi over Delta Sigma
Pi, 18-1
Delta Zeta/Sig Ep over Tri
Sigma/Lambda Chi, 17-6
Tuesday’s Results
Flag Football
Women’s
Alpha Sigma Alpha over AST
Green, default
Sigma Kappa tied Tri Sigma Purple,
0-0
Men’s B
Money over Drunks, 14-6
Delta Chi Len over Meatheads,16-6
Swingers over DL Wolfpack, 27=6
Men’s A
Chiefs over Sigma Chi Blue, 7-6
Sigma Nu over Delta Sigs, 12-6
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS – Exercised
their 2000 option on OF Jose Canseco.
National League
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS –
Activated OF Turner Ward from the 15 –
day disabled list.
Northern League
SCHAUMBURG FLYERS –Sold the
contract of RHP Joe Luis Lopez to the
Pittsburgh Pirates. Released INF Bryan
Wright, RHP Craig Mattson, LHP John
Vandemark and RHP Chris DeWitt.
Northwest League
BOISE HAWKS – Announced the resig-
nation of Denise Jones, general manag-
er. Appointed Lee Ryan the corporate
controller as interim general manager.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS – Signed F
Ryan Stack.
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS – Named
Marc Moquin director of media relations.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS – Activated WR
Jammi German from the practice squad.
Waived DL Shawn Swayda. Signed DE
Emil Ekiyor to practice squad.
CAROLINA PANTHERS – Signed LB
Kory Minor to the practice squad.Waived
DT Harry Deligianis from the practice
squad.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS – Signed RB
Tremayne Stephens. Terminated the
contract of DB Monty Montgomery.
Signed LB Nathan Stimson to the prac-
tice squad.Waived RB Paul Shields from
the practice squad.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS – Signed
G Damon Denson. Placed WR Sean
Morey on the practice squad. Released
WR Eddie Conti from the practice squad.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BOSTON BRUINS – Assigned D
Jonathan Aitken, D Vratislav Cech, D
Keith McCambridge, D Eric Van Acker, D
Shane Belter, D Denis Timofeev, F Tim
Lovell, F Roger Maxell, F Jeremy Brown
and F Joel Trottier to Providence of the
American Hockey League.
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS –
Reassigned F Kyle Calder, F Chris
Herperger, F Casey Hankinson, F Jeff
Daw, F Geoff Peters, F Shawn McNeil, D
Remi Royer, D Dmitri Tolkunov and D
Kevil Dahl.
MINNESOTA WILD – Named Tom
Thompson chief amateur scout and Guy
Lapointe scout.
NASHVILLE PREDATORS—
Reassigned F Matt Henderson, F Petr
Sykora and G Jan Lasak to Milkwaukee
of the IHL.
International Hockey League
MANITOBA MOOSE – Announced the
Detroit Red Wings have assigned G
Jason Elliot to the team.
Central Hockey League
INDIANAPOLIS ICE – Signed D Rob
Davidson.
ON THIS DAY
1885 – The America’s Cup is success-
fully defended by U.S. yacht Puritan as it
beats Britain’s Genesta in two heats.
1926 – Henri Cochet ends Bill Tilden’s
six – year reign as the U.S. Lawn Tennis
Association champion as he beats
Tilden in the quarterfinals.
1927 – Rene Lacoste wins the U.S.
Lawn Tennis Association championship,
beating Bill Tilden in three sets.
1951 – Betsy Rawls wins the U.S.
Women’s Open golf title by edging
Louise Suggs.
1955 – The formation of the United
States Auto Club is completed and will
oversee four major categories of auto
races.
1973 – O.J. Simpson rushes for 250
yards to lead the Buffalo Bills to a 31 – 13
victory over the New England Patriots.
1993 – Dave Winfield of the Minnesota
Twins becomes the 19th player in major
league history to get 3,000 hits, with a
single off Oakland’s Dennis Eckersley.
1996 – Paul Molitor gets his 3,000th
career hit, becoming the 21st major lea-
guer to reach the mark and the first to do
it with a triple.
1997 – Philadelphia’s Curt Schilling
strikes out nine in the Phillies win over the
New York Mets to become the 13th pitch-
er since 1900 to get 300 strikeouts.
Alpha Sigma Alpha Proudly Announces their
newest fall members!
Christina Adams
Heather Adams
Katie Carrigan
Amanda Cole
Jennifer Cranstoun
Meg Danner
Shelly Elliott
Natalie Esposito
Amy Fink
Alison Franklin
Shana Harris
Jennifer Hoff
Katie Horbas
Angie Jones
Alison Kaczmarczyk
Lisa Krischel
Megan Loewe
Kathleen Miller
Kelly Nutile
Becky Schmedeke
Laura Sobczak
Sara Tripicchio
Karen Weiler
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
Sosa still stuck at
59 after team loss
CINCINNATI (AP) –
Sammy Sosa remained stuck at
59 homers for the fifth straight
game, but Greg Vaughn extend-
ed his late-season home run
tear as the Cincinnati Reds beat
the Chicago Cubs 5-4
Wednesday night.
The Reds remained 2 1/2
behind New York for the wild
card after the Mets beat
Colorado 10-5. Cincinnati
opened the day four behind NL
Central-leading Houston, which
played Philadelphia in a later
game.
Sosa, trying to become the
first player to reach 60 homers
a second time, went 2-for-4 and
got an intentional walk that was
loudly booed by a small crowd
on hand hoping to see history.
Sosa, who hit 66 homers last
season and finished second to
Mark McGwire’s 70, has not
hit one in a span of 22 at-bats.
It’s his longest power slump
since a five-game span from
Aug. 5-8.
While Sosa disappointed the
crowd, Vaughn pleased it with
an RBI single as part of a four-
run first inning and a solo
homer off Jon Lieber (8-10)
that made it 5-2 in the fifth.
Denny Neagle (7-5) won his
fourth consecutive start, giving
up two runs in six innings. 
Shott loses reign
as owner of Reds
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.
(AP) – Marge Schott’s rocky
15-year reign as owner of the
Cincinnati Reds ended
Wednesday when baseball
approved the $67 million sale
of the team to her limited part-
ners.
On a day of big change,
owners also voted to merge the
administrative operations of the
American and National
leagues, and put off the sales of
the Kansas City Royals and
Oakland Athletics, citing the
uncertain futures of baseball’s
small-market teams.
They unanimously approved
the sale of a controlling interest
in the Reds from Schott, who
repeatedly has infuriated base-
ball with inflammatory state-
ments about minorities and
women, to Carl Lindner, who
owns the Great American
Insurance Co.
The deal, in which 36.7 per-
cent of the Reds’ shares change
hands, values the franchise at
$181.8 million. George Strike
and William Reik, two of the
Reds’ current limited partners,
are helping fund Lindner’s bid.
Schott couldn’t be reached for
comment and Lindner, who
attended the meeting, also
declined comment.
Bear’s quarterback
among charged in
parking scam
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) –
Cade McNown would like to
say why he had a handicapped
parking pass. He wishes he
could explain why he shouldn’t
be lumped in with other players
in UCLA’s handicapped park-
ing scandal.
“I’d love to talk about it,” he
said Wednesday. “But right
now I can’t because it’s a legal
matter.”
The former All-American
quarterback, drafted 12th over-
all by the Chicago Bears last
spring, was among five former
or current UCLA players
charged Monday with illegally
possessing a handicap parking
placard, a misdemeanor. Their
cases were continued until
Sept. 30.
A total of 19 current or for-
mer Bruins have now been
charged as part of the disabled
parking scam. 
Jordan nervous to
play in first Open 
CHICAGO (AP) – On the
basketball court, Michael
Jordan was Superman – the
man with nerves of steel.
But on the lush greens of a
South Side country club
Wednesday, His Airness was
more like Jimmy Olsen.
“I’m nervous, man,” the
famously fearless Jordan whis-
pered before approaching the
first tee at The LaSalle Banks
Chicago Open, the backdrop
for his first foray into profes-
sional golf.
The former star of the six-
time NBA champion Chicago
Bulls entered the $150,000
tournament as an amateur, stir-
ring speculation that he might
be ready to enter a third pro
sport.
But Jordan was quick to
admit he’s not ready for prime
time golf – and proved it,
shooting 13 over par for a first-
round 84.
Even so, Jordan was the biggest
star playing in the three-day
Chicago Open, a second-tier
tournament.
inbrief
national
sports
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
Most students look forward to
graduation for the sole purpose of
getting a real job, and more impor-
tantly, getting out of Charleston.
Former Eastern wrestler Dave
Pena, a 1997 graduate and All-
American, shared that opinion but
had two other reasons to leave –
mainly so he could move to the
Joliet area and be with his then-
fiancé Michelle and his baby daugh-
ter, Celeste.
Now, only two years removed
from Eastern, Pena is married,
Celeste is 3 years old and there has
been a new addition to the Pena
family in 3-month-old Alissa.
“It’s a lot better than when I was
wrestling,” Pena said of his family
life. “Then, my fiancée would come
down for the weekend. Now, I can
spend more time with them every
day and on the weekends.
“It’s taken a lot of stress off.”
While his family life was taking
shape, Pena also landed a coaching
job at Conant High School in
Hoffman Estates. Conant is notori-
ous for having one of the top 10
high school wrestling programs in
the state.
When he started last year, Pena
was only teaching two classes and
coaching the freshmen. Now, he’s
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Sudden Death
There is now a whole newdefinition of taking one forthe team. 
Brandon Beck, a 15-year-old
junior varsity football player at
Collinsville High School, took sev-
eral hits for his team at a practice on
Sept. 2.
In fact, Beck assumed the role of
a human tackling dummy to spare
his teammates extra punishment. He
said he was tackled at least 25 times
in what varsity head coach Tim
Kane called a “hamburger drill.”
The hamburger assault took
place after Beck told Kane he
kicked a set of shoulder pads. But
Beck told the Associated Press that
he did not actually kick the pads. 
So why did he volunteer to take
a pounding of over 25 patty melts
from his teammates?
“I didn’t want the fat kids to
run,” he told AP. “I figured he’d just
order me to run up the hill or carry
the tackling dummy up the hill, and
that would be it.”
Although the words “Thank you
sir, may I have another,” were never
uttered from his mouth, Beck ended
up taking more burgers than the
Hamburgler at a buffet line, and
even the Hamburgler never received
such a beating, even when he was
stuck in McJail with Grimace,
McDonald’s large purple monster.
Matt Heatherly, one of the larger
members of the team, said Kane
made sure Beck had to take a
pounding from the Grimaces of the
Collinsville team.
“He wanted us bigger guys to
really blast him,” Heatherly said. 
In the end, Beck had to be peeled
off the practice field by his team-
mates, after being tossed around
more than a dinner salad, suffering a
partially separated right shoulder.
“I was numb. I felt my shoulder
pop and then some of the really big
players slammed into me,” the 5-
foot-11, 170 pounder said.
Talk about taking one for the
team if that was me out there, I
might have ran up the hill or even
carried the tackling dummy. But
once it got down to hamburgers and
becoming the human tackling
dummy, I would have bailed. 
I would never submit myself to
being singled out and getting pound-
ed by each and every one of my
teammates, including the Grimaces
that are apparently so intimidating
and lazy that Beck would rather be
sent to the hospital than see them
run a couple of extra drills.
I think there could be more to
this story. It sounds to me like one
of the Grimaces kicked the shoulder
pads, but Beck covered for that lazy
individual. Perhaps the Grimace had
been beating up on Beck or maybe
even doing such a bullish activity as
stealing his lunch money. 
Do these guys do anything?
“All people think we do is nothing.”
– Bill Besenhofer, Eastern punter
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
They are football players only in name, not in
real-life practice.
Eastern punter Bill Besenhofer and place-
kicker Chad Larner may as well be on the beach,
soaking up the sun and drinking martini’s.
After all, they are kickers. They have got the
easy job.
While their teammates regularly take a lick-
ing in both practice and games, Larner and
Besenhofer rarely get touched. Getting tackled
may break them in two.
Then there is the truth.
“All people think we do is nothing,”
Besenhofer said. “(In practice), I work on drops
and walk up and down the line and make sure
the ball is level.”
Do the two feel guilty everyday after practice
where their teammates are beat up but the two
are unscathed, never having taken a hit?
Besenhofer proved why he is a kicker.
“I don’t want to get hit,” he said, shaking his
head.
Larner said while they do have an easier time
in practice, the two still have a number of things
focus on each day.
“We work on things like the technique of
walking through our kicks and punts and a lot of
foot to ball drills,” he said. “There’s times when
we have to kick with the team and there’s a lot of
standing around and watching.”
When the two aren’t busy, what appears to
the common folk as horseplay is really serious
business.
“We play catch a lot because we do run some
fakes,” Besenhofer said.
Many times, the two brainstorm to see how
they can fool the opponent on an extra point
attempt, field goal or punt.
“It’s kind of a joke because every day in fall
camp, we had a new idea,” Larner said. “Some
What ever
happened to...
........Dave Pena?
While at Eastern: Pena wrestled in
the 118-pound class and made two
appearances at the NCAA
Championships, where he finished
eighth and earned All-America status
during his senior year.
Currently: Is a teacher and assistant
wrestling coach at Conant High School.
Pena still wrestling his way to success
Chad Merda / Staff photographer
Placekicker Chad Larner and punter Bill Bessenhoffer kick back as the other members of the team are hard at work during practice, but their afternoons
are not always fun and games.
Kickers don’t have the cushy jobs most people think
Hamburgler gets
sentence from
Mayor McCheese
See KICKERS Page 9
See PENA Page 10See RUTHHART Page 2
